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Abstrae!

A model for eatecholamine storage in vesiclcs is analyzcd wilhin Ihe ,CRI CNDO/2 approach in

c1uding conlinuum solvenl crfcels. The model considers lhe approach of calionic norepinephrine

(NE) 10 a positively charged guanidinium moiely. lon-pair formalion is found for ¡he whole range

of dielectrie eonslanls. [ven though slablc slales of II-bonded parlnns are found for Jarge diclcc

tric constants, this proecss is ruled out to occur bccause it involvcs 100 high cnergies. 11 appears
that the medium's polarily is determinant in lowering the energy barrier between the ion-pair

complex and the separatcd parlners. Thus, as the mediul11 dielectric constanl increases. ¡he equi
librium between the two statcs is enhanced.

Introduction

Biogenie amines (dapamine, narcpinephrine, cte.) arc stored in a variety of
tissues sueh as ehromaffin granules al' lhe adrcnal medulla and catecholaminc
storing vesicles in sympathetic nerves [1-4]. The conversion of dopamine to nor
adrenaline occurs within the chromaffin granules, since the enzyme dopamine
.B-hydroxylase is faund within them.

The storage mechanism has not been elucidatee!. A first moe!el suggestee! that
catecholamines, ATP, and bivalent cations form an intragranular dynamic star
age complex [1 ,5]. MR results indieate that ATP and amines interact within the
granule because they show less freedom of motion [6]. Other experimental re
sults showed that amine uptake is inhibited by sodium oleate ane! ethyl and butyl
alcohol [2], suggesting that a lipid ar a lipoprotein could be an essential campo
nent of the storage mechan ism.

Recently, a meehanism for the storage of norephinephrine (NE) had been pro
posee! [7]. In this model, catecholamines arc bounclee!to a guanine moiety in an
arginine side chain. The bidentate nature 01' this moiety could permit its interac
tion with the complementary catechol moiety 01' NE through a mixture of ion
pairing and hydrogen bonding [7] (Fig. 1).

In this paper, we report a study of the relative contributions of both H-bonding
and ion p2iring in the cbrtlplexation process [7]. This stue!y was caniee! out within

oto ~h9m all ¡he cor~espondence should be addressed.
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Figure 1. Model for catecholamine and the model site.

the self-consistent reaction field theory at the CNDO/2 level, including continuum
solvent effects (sCtn-CNDo/2)[S]'

Methods, Modcls, and Calculations

Within the continuum arproach of solvent effects representatíon, the total
free energy of the solutc-solvent system is expressed as

A(E) = E(1) + llA,(E), (1)

where E is the bulk c1ielectric constant of the solvent, E(l) is the total energy of
the isolatecl solute, and llAs(E) is the free energy of solvation. One of the sim
plest methods for calculating llAs(E) consists of building up the free energy of
solvatíon from the atomic contributions of each partially charged atomic center
in the moleculc plus the corresponding interatomic interaction terms [8-10].
Within the molecular orbital theory at the CNDO/2 level, the solvation energy is
written as follows:

1

llAs(E) = "2 ¿ QA [VR(E)]A, (2)

whcre QA is the net charge of atom A and [VR(E)]A is the reaction field potential
acting on A.

The desolvatíon proccss is probably the main previous step in the dynamics of
ion-pair formation [11,12]. In this work, we employ the desolvation process rep
resentation that considers the steric hindrance effects to solvation on each

atomic center, creatcd by the vicinal atoms [8,10]. In this case, a desolvation bar
riel' is expected to appear when the systems come within an overlapping dis
tance. To take into account these cffects, the generalized Bom formula (CBF) has
been modified by incorporating the appropriate term [13-15]. This leads to the
following expression for llA,(E):

llA,(E) = -(1/2) (1 - l/E)I :¿ QAQIJ[1 - (fA + flJ - 2fAflJ)]rAIJ, (3)
.~ 11

where fA is a function c1cpencling only on the neighborhoocl 01 A and 1:11I is the
solute-solvent interaction integral.

Equation (3) contains a first ter m corresponding to the standard Gil!' and the
corrcctive ter m characterizing the steric hindrance cffect upon solvation on each
atom produced by the vicinal atoms. Acccpting thatj~ S; 1 [8], it can be seen that
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the corrective ter m displays an opposite sign to that of the GUF and can be assimi
lated to a desolvation contribution. fA has been empírically represented by [10]

1

[, = 2 ISAIJ,ll'A

where SAII is the overIap integral between 2s atomic orbitals (ls AO for H) [10,13].
This representation fulfills the condition that when the atomic centers are far
away from each olher the f's van ish.

On the other hand, within the CNDO/2 framewurk, we may identify the fAl1 in

tegrals with the bicentric electronic integrals in such a way that when we neglect
neighborhood cffects we recuperate the original results [16-18].

We have considered a system in which cationic E approaches to a binding
site represented by a protonated guanidine moiety (i.c., guanidinium) (Fig. 1) [7].
This choice was made by consideríng that the derívatives of guanídine are the
strongest electrical!y neutral bases known [19] and that catecholamines are
present in their cationie form inside the vesicle [1]' We bounded the guanidinium
moiety to an alkylic chain to represent the hydrophobic part of the membrane.
We have analyzed an approach in which the phenyl ring is coplanar to lhe guani
dinium moiety such that the phenolic oxygens directly interact with the guani
dinium's H-N groups. The ethylammonium sidc chain of N E was placcd in a
coplanar extended conformation in orJcr to minimize its electrostatic repulsion
with the cation ic model site.

Even though the two protons can be transferred in an asynchronous way, ollr
calculations were performed for thc concerted transfer of both protons from the
guanidinium moiety to NE forvarious N-O interrnolecular distances.ln this way,
om results correspond to an upper bound of the proton transfer barrier height.

To study the relative effects callsed by the variation of the medium's dielectric
constant, we performed al! the calculations in vacuum and in the presence of a
continuous polarizable medium (i.e., at various E values). We employed lhe
CNDO/2 approach because it provides a qualitalive reliable descriplion of both
ion pairing and hydrogen bonding [9,11,20-22]. We must stress that, as in the
case of om study of proton transfer in water polymers [10], we are looking for
possible reaction mechanisms (of storage here) thal will lead or not to an accep
tance of Portoghese's model. Nevertheless, we must keep in mind that CNDO/2
calculations overestimate proton transfer barriers and that the curve's shape is
not the same as the one dbtained in ab initio 4-31G calculations. The geometry
of the specics has been built up with Pople's standard parameters [23].

The system's geometrical arrangement and lhe calculation method are also

supported by a study of the interaction between formiate and guanidium ions
performed in the franiework of CNDO/2 and ab initio sTo-3G methodologies [24].
It was shown that the sTo-3G results are similar to the CNDO/2 ones and that the
mo::;t stable structllre is the one in which there are two nearIy paral!el H bonds
between the N atoms df the gllanidinium ion and the oxygens of the formiate
ion. TL:.-refore, as long as relative energies are compared, the results should be
relIa:ble in '~xplaiÍ1ing a given molecular rnechanism.
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Rcsults and DisCUSSip'I)

To rcpresent the free cnergy varíatíons as a function of bmh tl1e ir¡t~rmq¡~cu

lar distance (R N-O) and the position of the protons to pe tfansferr~~1 ~FN-f!j,! ~I?
used the reduced coordinate Z = rN_wl/2RN_o. Z = Q con:~spor¡.,ds to a ~itp
atian in which the protons are shared by the two pa¡tner~ a!lq z < Q indicates
that the protons are c10scr to the guanidinium N atoms.

Figure 2 shows the proton transfer potential curves (PTl'c) in YFlc4un1fqr s~v
eral intcrmolecular N-O distances. The following features are J:~I~v¡¡nt: For
2.2 A < RN-O < 3.2 A, we have only single minimum PTPCS.Beyon9 RN-O =

3.2 A, doub1e mínimum PTPCSappear. In the reaction path¡aSSing through theminima of the PTPCS,a stablc statc appears at RN-O = 2.6 and rN-H = 1.1 Á.
This means that in the case of a low-polarity medium, as expected to be in the
vicinity of thc membrane, the ion-pail' complex appean; to be more stable than is
thc sepal'ated spccíes. The presence of this ion paír was confirmed by the popu
lation analysis at thc cquilibríum position, showing a charge of +0.998 au for
both partners. The barricr height between the ion-paír complex and the
H-bondcd systcm (j.c., Z > O), is of about 14 cV, suggcsting thal cven when
eN Do/2 ovcrcstimatcs the barrier hcighls an H-bondcd complcx is nol formed.
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Figurc 2. I'TI'C in vacuum (E = 1). A-Il are differcnl N-O distances. A = 2.20;
B = 2.40; C = 2.60: O = 2.RO; E = 3.00; F = 3.20; G = 3.40; ]-1 = 3.80.
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Figure 3. PTPC for € = 80. A-H are differcnt N-O distanccs. A = 2.20; B = 2.40;
C = 2.60; D = 2.80; E = 3.00; F = 3.20; G = 3.40; f[ = 3.80.

The results for a polar environment (E :=: 80) are displayed in Figure 3. It may
be seen that doubJe-well PTPCS oeeur for shorter intermolecular distanees than in

the gas phase. AIso, the reaetion path shows a flatter minimum, revealing the
major rale of the eleetrostatic intcractions. The energy differenec bctwcen the
separated and ion-pair bounded species slightly diminishes for E :=: 80. The latter
results also show the stabilization of the ion-pair cornplcx in a wide range of in
termoleeular distances, but always l'or rNII = 1.1 Á. Again, the ion-pair forma
tíon was confírmed with Mulliken population analysis, which gave ¡he same
results as those obtained for the gas phase. Proton transfer is also not allowed
since the energy difference between the ion-pair and the H-bonded species is ol'
about 9 eVoThe overall results suggest that jon-paircd species are the only ones
present ín the sysiem ahd that the reversibility of the process is enhanced by the
íncrcasing Ir.~dii'Jri1 pd¡~tity, In other words, the reversibility of the process ap
pears to be e' !ermihetl by ¡he inereasing strength ol' the reaction field 01' the
who~e sj'stem, inclucling its interaetion with the moleeular environment. There

f?,;-e, ~h,~rcJ,e2se cf NE eould oeeur bt'eause of a modil'ieation of the polarity of
th~ meditul1 in the vieblty of the binc,:ng site.
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Another intcresting feature of lhis model is that il may provide an explanation
for the inhibition of amine uplake by sodium oleate and ethyl and bUlyl alcohols.
We propose lhat these molecules compete with NE for the site in lhe same way.

FinaJly, our results show lhal lhe proposed mechanism for calccholamine stor
age rnusl be modified in order lo exclude an Il-bonded complex [7].

Conclusions

1. Norepinephrine inleracls wilh lhe model sile only through lhe formalion of
an ion pair. The complexation process occurs in the whole range of dielectric
constants. An intermolecular H-bonded complex is nol aJlowed.

2. The clectrostatic effects of lhe medium seem to be determinant factors lo

aJlow the reversibilily of the storage process, by lowcring the energy barrier be
tween the ion-pair complex and lhe separated species.

3. The mechanism proposed by Portoghese must be modified to rule out
H-bonding.
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